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Editor’s Note

Featured in the present issue is the winning essay in the

2006 Hong Kong Translation Society Lion and Globe Educational

Trust Research Scholarship contest—“A New Interpretation of

the Architectural Experiments in Zhu Xiang’s Translated Poetry”

by Zhang Xu. Readers of this article will have little difficulty

seeing that Zhang has ventured into an area of investigation of

seminal significance: the impact of translation on the

development of modern Chinese poetry. It is also obvious that

Zhang’s arguments are convincingly presented and supported

by an array of textual examples which he has meticulously

examined. Not too long ago, Zhang published a piece on “A New

Interpretation of the Musical Experiments in Zhu Xiang’s Poetry

Translations” (no. 44, 2007). The two articles can, in fact, be read

together as a sustained reflection on the work of a major early

twentieth-century poet-translator in China. At the same time,

even though some of the points raised by Zhang will continue to

be debated—indeed they gave rise to heated discussions by the

adjudicators—the article is likely to be repeatedly referred to in

future research on the subject of English-Chinese poetry

translation.

Rounding off this issue are: an essay by Jeremy Tambling,

in which he relates translation (in particular of Qian Zhongshu’s

Weicheng) to the concept of world literature as first expounded

v



vi

by Goethe but elaborated more recently by heavyweight theorists

like David Damrosch, Walter Benjamin and Maurice Blanchot; a

contribution by Shao Lu that enunciates the possibility that the

tools wielded in the study of fuzzy modes of language and

thought can be applied fruitfully to translation studies; and an

article jointly written by Wang Xueming and Ni Shifeng which,

through a survey of the histories of how canonical works like

Ulysses and Dream of the Red Chamber came to be translated,

proposes some tentative views on the retranslation of foreign

literary masterpieces into Chinese.

Leo Chan

Summer 2008
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Abstract
A New Interpretation of the Architectural Experiments in Zhu

Xiang’s Translated Poetry (by Zhang Xu)

This article proposes to use the polysystem approach to study

the translations—in the context of creative works—of a major poet-

translator, Zhu Xiang. It seeks to answer the question of “how does

a poet translate?” Literary history has it that, as a mediator between

poetic translation and its recreation in the Chinese literary tradition,

he contributed much to modern Chinese literature, and, as a result of

the fusion of horizons, to the substantial re-making of China’s literary

texts. The critics are not at all aware of his attempt at fusing two

literary traditions. The present study examines the formal properties

of the poems Zhu translated. It investigates his experiments with

visual properties in his translations, with special reference to his

experiments with meter, line length, and the arrangement of visual

elements. Meanwhile the significance of his experiments is re-

evaluated; the functioning of the descriptive norms is also assessed,

as is the particular approach to poetry translation.
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[1]

[2]
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William Blake, 1757-1827

The Tiger  4 

Ti/ger, ti/ger, bur/ning bright a

In /the fo/rests of/ the night, a

What/ immor/tal hand/ or eye b

Could frame/ thy fear/ful sym/metry? b

a

(a)

b

b
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 4 

l i n

ming

acceptability

Schleimarcher 1838/1977

bring the text to the reader [3]

[4] 
[5]

[6]
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foreignizing

bring the reader to the text

Schleimarcher 1838/1977

 hand or eye  hand  eye

[7]

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 1772-1834

The Rime of Ancient Mariner
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 1798 Lyrical

Ballads 1909 

ballad stanza

 abcb 

 625 

It is/ an an/cient Ma/riner,

And he/ stoppeth one/ of three.

‘By thy/ long beard/ and glitte/ring eye,

Now where/fore stopp’st/ thou me?

The Bride/groom’s doors/ are o/pened wide,

And I/ am next/ of kin;

The guests/ are met,/ the feast/ is set;

May’st hear/ the mer/ry din.’

He holds/ him with/ his skin/ny hand,

‘There was/ a ship,’ /quoth he.

‘Hold of!/ Unhand/ me, grey/-beard loon!’
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Oftsoons/ his hand/ dropt he.

He holds/ him with/ his glitter/ring eye—

The Wed/ding-Guest/ stood still,

And li/stens lik/e a three/ years’ child:

The Ma/riner hath/ his will.
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 abcb 
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1947:

88

[8]

[9]

[10]
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[11]
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各行字數 首 數 所佔比例 備 註 

5 2 1.98%  
7 5 4.95%  
8 4 3.96%  
9 5 4.95%  

10 14 13.86% 
除〈邁克〉的第二行為

9 字 
11 30 29.7%  
12 3 2.97%  
14 4 3.96%  
16 2 1.98%  
17 1 0.99%  

單行 5 字， 
雙行 7 字 1 0.99% 
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 101 

 81  80.2%

20  19.8%

 5  17  11 

 29.7%  10  13.86%

9  7  4.95%  12 

 3  2.97%

 11 

 
單行 7 字， 
雙行 4 字 2 1.98% 

 

單行 8 字， 
雙行 7 字 1 0.99% 

 

單行 8 字， 
雙行 7/6 字 1 0.99% 

即〈妖女〉每節的第二

行為 7 字，第四行為 6
字 

單行 9 字， 
雙行 7 字 1 0.99% 

 

單行 9 字， 
雙行 8 字 1 0.99% 

 

單行 10 字，末

行 7 字 1 0.99% 
 

單行 11 字，末

行 6 字 1 0.99% 
 

各行 9 字， 
第三行 8 字 1 0.99% 

 

各行 11 字，末

行 9 字 1 0.99% 
 

合 計 81 80.2% 集內共含詩歌 101 首 
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 11 

11

 11 

[12]  11 

1925

The Musician’s

Spring
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Bee, ha/ving humm’d/ his love/ in peach’s/ red ear,

Prints his/ kiss on/ her si/lent blu/shing lips.

—But wind/ disco/vers them/ through gos/sip hedge,

Amay/ young bee/ flees, mut/tering/ an oath.

 10  9 

[13] The Rubaiyat of  Omar

Khayyam  15 

 73 
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Ah Love!/ could thou/ and I/ with Fate/ conspire a

To grasp/ this sor/ry Scheme/ of  Things/ entire, a

Would not/ we shat/ter it/ to bits/—and then b

Re-mould/ it nea/rer to/ the Heart’s/ Desire! a

 1919 

a

a

b
[14] a

aaba

1918



16

[15]

[16]

[17]

 15  8 

a

a

b

a

 15 

 aaba
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[18]

 11  10 



18

even number

[19]

[20]

1942 [21]



19

[22]

18 

a

b

a

b

c

d

c

d

e

f

e

f

g

g

Last Sonnet
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[23]

[24]

[25]
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On His Blindness

Death, Be Not Proud

Of His Lady’s Old Age

My Lady Looks So Gentle and So Pure

11

[26]

[27]

[28]
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Madrigal

 
各行音步數 原 詩 各行音節數 

5 My love in her attire doth shew her wit, 10 

3 It doth so well become her: 7 

5 For every season she hath dressings fit, 10 

3 For Winter, Spring, and Summer. 7 

3 No beauty she doth miss 6 

3 When all her robes are on: 6 

3 But Beauty’s self  she is 6 

3 When all her robes are gone. [29] 6 
 
 

各行頓數 譯 文 各行字數 

4 我愛的│對衣裳│十分│考究， 10 

4 衣上│她身│莫不│相宜。 8 

4 無論是│夏季│綢衫的│短袖 10 

4 或│冬天│覆膝的│裘衣： 8 

3 一切美│皆在│她身 7 

4 當她│通體│披上│衣裳 8 

3 她簡直│就是│美神 7 

3 在一絲│不掛的│時光。 8 
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feminine rhyme [30]

2 0 0 4 :

63
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[31]

pattern poems or shaped poems

1924

14

1936



Robert Herrick To Dianeme

adequate translation

Toury 1980: 56

[32]

enjambment

25



deviation

Daniel Samuel,

1562-1619 Love is a Sickness

Love is/ a sick/ness full/ of  woes,

All/ reme/dies re/fusing;

A plant/ that with/ most cut/ting grows,

Most/ barren /with best/ using.

Why so?

More we/ enjoy/ it, more/ it dies;

If/ not en/joy’d, sigh/ing cries—

Heigh ho!

26



ababcddc

27

 
各行頓數 譯 詩 各行字數 

4 痛苦│充滿了│愛情│這病， 9 

3 但是│它不肯│就醫： 7 

4 愛情│這花│越掐它│越盛， 9 

3 珍護時│花朵│轉稀── 7 

1 為何？ 2 

4 你去│俯就時│它偏│遠颺， 9 

4 你│冷淡時│它又來│身邊── 9 

1 嗐呵！ 2 
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[1] 1986
 6

[2]

[3] Schleimarcher, Fredrich (1838/1977). “On the different methods of
translating”. In Translating Literature: The German Translation from Luther to
Rosenzweig. Ed. & Tran. André Lefevere. Assen & Amsterdam: Van
Gorcum, pp. 66-89.

[4] 1936 209 1936  3

[5]

[6]  2 1931  4  20 
1931  8 The Tiger

[7] 1923 1923  7  22

[8] 1947
 88

[9]

29



1996
 27-48

[10] 1926 11 1926
 6  10 

[11] 1934
 164

[12] 1995
 245

[13] 1978
108

[14] 1919 6  4 1919  4  15

[15]

[16]

[17] 1920, 1998
 9

[18]

[19] 1979  834
[20] 1947

69-70
[21] 1942

 8 1963  7 

30



[22]

1934
[23]

1942
[24] 1926  7 1926  5  13

[25]

[26]

[27] 1986
 6

[28]

31



[29]  Poetical Rhapsody (1602)
 Arthur Quiller-Cough (1939), The Oxford Book of  English Verses 1250-

1918, Oxford: Clarendon Press, p. 99
[30]

 1940  9 

Stanzas for Music
THERE be none of Beauty’s daughters

With a magic like thee;
And like music on the waters

Is thy sweet voice to me:
When, as if  its sound were causing
The charmed ocean’s pausing,
The waves lie still and gleaming
And the lull’d winds seem dreaming:

 daughters waters 
nü’er qu’er

nengshi jingzhi

[31] http://www.yasue.cc/chui_lo.html
[32] 1995

 245

32



1997

1997/2007

2008 2004
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Translation and Globalisation:
World Literature and Allegory

Jeremy Tambling

Abstract
Using the example of Qian Zhongshu’s novel Fortress

Beseiged, and discussing other Chinese texts, the article analyzes

the significance of what gets translated into English, and the

relationship of that to the category of “world literature”, considering

the argument of Stephen Owen that texts see to be written in order

to be translated, and that this is what enables them to become world

literature. Using the work of Walter Benjamin on translation, and

on allegory, and seeing allegory as the transposition of signs into

another sign system, but attended by the breakdown of such

smoothness of transition, the article argues for translation as a

resistance to, as well as an enabling of, the homogenisations of

meaning and difference that may be implied by the categories of “world

literature” and “translation”.

In January 1827, the German writer Goethe told his follower
Johann Peter Eckermann, “I am more and more convinced that poetry
is the universal possession of  mankind, revealing itself  everywhere and
at all times in hundreds and hundreds of  men … I therefore like to
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look about me in foreign nations, and advise everyone to do the same.
National literature is now a rather unmeaning term, the epoch of  world
literature [Weltliteratur] is at hand, and everyone must strive to hasten its
approach”. [1] Eckermann published this statement in his Gespräche mit
Goethe in den letzten Jahren seines Lebens in 1835. The vehicle of  world
literature, for Goethe, was to be translation.

“World literature” was Goethe’s dream of  what Enlightenment
man everywhere could produce, but we should see that it was a dream in
contest with both emerging nationalism, a word for which the OED
gives a first citation of  1798, and with colonization; and it has been both
a symptom of, and a contributor towards, globalisation. In 1847, in The
Communist Manifesto, Marx writes that

the bourgeoisie has through its exploitation of  the world market given a
cosmopolitan character to production and consumption in every country.
[…] It has drawn from under the feet of  industry the national ground
on which it stood. All old-fashioned national industries have been
destroyed or are daily being destroyed. … [I]ndustries no longer work
up indigenous raw material, but raw material drawn from the remotest
zones; industries whose products are consumed, not only at home, but
in every quarter of  the globe. … And as in material, so also in intellectual
production. The intellectual creations of  individual nations become
common property. National one-sidedness and narrow-mindedness
become more and more impossible, and from the numerous national
and local literatures, there arises a world literature. [2]

It may be noted that the OED gives 1844, only three years earlier,
for its first citation of  Marx’s word “cosmopolitan”: Marx draws on a
new term, as he draws on Goethe to draw attention to the end of
nationalism, and to endorse the term “world literature”. It is clear that
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he sees capitalism as always necessarily multinational in character, though
“multinational” as a noun, meaning a company which operates in several
countries, does not appear in English until 1968. There seems something
problematic here: world literature may be desirable culturally, but at the
same time, that it can be pressed for is part of  capitalism, a sign of  the
desire of  one country to use another in its pursuit of  wealth. Further,
Marx, it seems, underestimated the force of nationalism as a reaction to
the internationalism Goethe thought of, when he wrote The Communist
Manifesto.

In Social Text in 1986, Fredric Jameson wrote the essay “Third-
World Literature in the Era of  Multinational Capitalism”. The polarizing
of  these two concepts: third-world literature, which might be better
thought of  as postcolonial literature (I shall use that term instead of
“third-world literature”), and multinational capitalism, which might now
be thought of  as globalisation, is crucial. Jameson calls for, in the
“reinvention of  cultural studies in the United States”, the “reinvention,
in a new situation, of  what Goethe long ago theorized as ‘world literature’”
(68). He begins discussion of  third-world texts with Lu Xun, whose
“neglect in western cultural studies” he declares to be “a matter of  shame
which no excuses based on ignorance can rectify”. He sees third-world
texts as national allegories in that there is no split within them of  the
private, subjective world of  the individual and the public world: these
texts “map the totality” (88), or rather, he says, “the story of  the private
individual is always an allegory of  the embattled situation of  the public
third-world culture and society” (69), a point put in italics for emphasis.

Fredric Jameson is of  course well known as a Lukacs-inspired
Marxist critic, and his arguments for that reason may be seen as an attempt
to read a society in terms of  its totality; that is, to believe it is possible to
see it complete and as an entity, and to see how it interconnects. It
accounts for his hostility to postmodernism, which he reads as the
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description of  Western societies whose fractured or schizophrenic nature
means both a loss of  history and an inability to explain connections
through narrative: his opposition is towards Lyotard’s definition of
postmodernism in terms of  its “incredulity towards meta-narratives”.
For Jameson, Marxism can account for postmodernism, but
postmodernism cannot read Marxism—hence the desire in Jameson to
read postcolonial literature in terms of  a national allegory. His argument
has been roundly attacked for its totalizing tendencies, which, in the case
of  Lu Xun, would mean that if  Jameson were right, Lu Xun had been
able, in “The Madman’s Diary” and “The True Story of  Ah Q”, to
describe and represent a single China; he would be endorsing the view
that Ah Q is indeed representative of  the Chinese. Jameson’s sense of
allegory needs to be flagged: he sees it as an art-form which gives a
unified and complete sense of  a situation; as older Western formations
thought in terms of  allegory, for instance in the Medieval period, because
they had not then such an investment in individualism, so now, though
modern Western societies are too atomized to think allegorically, it may
be possible for emerging postcolonial societies to think in such unified
terms.

When Jameson thinks of  Lu Xun’s work within the terms of  “third-
world national allegory”, there is an additional danger: a tendency in the
critic to read the text of  another culture as though it conformed to what
a Western model of  thought wanted to read in another culture. The
postcolonial text speaks what the American critic would say, and world-
literature has not been reinvented; what has been affirmed, rather, is the
privilege of  the Western critic to read the Chinese text, and the master-
discourse of  the west to describe the state of  postcolonial fiction, which
the postcolonial society has not yet approached. Allegory is what has to
be read in terms of  A equals B; the allegorical content of  a postcolonial
text is open to interpretation from outside. We come back to the ambiguity
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of  World Literature; that it becomes a way of  focusing on uneven
developments between different parts of  the world, and enforcing the
power of  one section to be able to interpret the other. The other side of
World Literature, how it has strengthened literature, however, also needs
emphasizing. Though the Qing dynasty did not set up an office to deal
with foreign affairs until 1861, setting up an Interpreters’ College to assist
in translation in 1862, Lu Xun said of  himself  in “How I Started to
Write Novels”:

When I began to write novels, I did not realize that I [had] the talent for
writing fiction. For at the time, I stayed in the guest house in Beijing,
where I could not write research papers as I did not have any references,
not could I do translation as I did not even have the original texts at
hand. In this way, what I could do [was] to write something like fiction.
Hence The Diary of  the Mad Man came out. When I wrote this piece, I
only depended on some hundred foreign literary works I had read and
some knowledge of  medicine I had obtained. As for other preparations,
just no more.

The writer affirms that all his sources were from outside China; which
would mean, if  Jameson was right, that ironically, third-world literature,
the national allegory, is produced by influences entirely non-national.
The dependence of  the May the Fourth movement on Western texts is,
of  course, well documented: we need only think of  Wilde, Ibsen, or
Whitman’s influence on Guo Moruo. [3]

Lu Xun declares his dependence on translation: reading translated
work, translating work himself. In David Damrosch’s terms, Lu Xun
depends on the prior existence of  world literature, which Damrosch
defines as encompassing
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all literary works that circulate beyond their culture of  origin, either in
translation or in their original language. … In its most expansive sense,
world literature could include any work that has ever reached beyond its
home base, but … a work only has an effective life as world literature
whenever, and wherever, it is actively present within a literary system
beyond that of  its original culture. (Damrosch, 4)

Damrosch refers to Stephen Owen’s essay with its title derived from
Harold Bloom, “The Anxiety of  Global Influence: What is World
Poetry?” This comments specifically on Bei Dao and The August
Sleepwalker, and discusses world poetry as “that which travels well” because
it is designed to be translated, because the work must be approved in
translation. Stephen Owen comments that “most of  these poems translate
themselves. They could just as easily be translations from a Slovak or an
Estonian or a Philippine poet. It could even be a kind of  American
poetry”, and he concludes by speculating that Western recognition of
this poetry which exists primarily in translation might make for

the strange phenomenon of  a poet who became the leading poet in his
own country because he translated well. The international audience
admires the poetry, imagining what it might be if  the poetry had not
been lost in translation. And the audience at home admires the poetry,
knowing how much it is appreciated internationally, in translation.
Welcome to the late twentieth century. [4]

Now this argument is too neat and totalizing, and its sarcastic
rhetoric lets it down, while Damrosch (19-24) points out how Owen’s
argument is in any case weakened in that he refers only to Bonnie
McDougall’s translation of  Bei Dao, which he finds wooden, and with
which he compares the translation by Donald Finkel. [5] Nonetheless,
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Owen’s argument articulates a fear that must also be apparent, which is
that there can be no “international poetry”, and that to write such would
mean that modern Chinese literature had no history, or sense of
tradition. [6] World poetry, on that basis, threatens the possibility of
thinking about the local, and makes the writer work in terms of  an Anglo-
American audience. In an essay with the significant title, “Border
Crossings: Chinese Writing in their World and Ours”, the translator
Howard Goldblatt discusses Mo Yan’s Red Sorghum, which he translated
in 1994, and quotes Amy Tan from the cover, that “Having read Red
Sorghum, I believe Mo Yan deserves a place in world literature. His imagery
is astounding, sensual and visceral. His story is electrifying and epic. I
am convinced that this book will successfully leap over the international
boundaries that many translated works face … and that his voice will
find its way into the heart of  the American reader …” Amy Tan thinks
that being world literature is the same as being read by Americans. She is
trying to sell a novel in translation to an American readership that as
Goldblatt points out, does not read translations (1990: 10% for France,
over 35% for Italy, under 3% for the USA). [7] So, if  world literature is
that which has been translated, then the question is what gets translated
and into which languages, and what exclusions lie in wait from not having
been translated, and how translation serves globalisation, which may also
mean “Westernization”, a word associated with the May the Fourth
movement (the word “modernity” was hardly used in English language
study of  Chinese before 1989). [8] Lu Xun took from world literature, but
has Lu Xun become world literature himself? Following Damrosch, Lu
Xun has not yet achieved the status of  “world literature”: such translation
of  his work as has yet appeared keeps it separate, corralled off  from
Western texts.

Amy Tan’s use of  the word “epic” will also be noticed, as a virtually
essential characteristic of  world literature, associated with the demand,
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which arises with Hegel and the move towards asserting the existence of
world literature, that every country needs to have a national epic in order
to enter the sphere of  world literature at all; the epic allowing a totality to
emerge, where, as Hegel says in the Aesthetics, “everything that later
becomes firm religious dogma or civil and moral law still remains a living
attitude of  mind, not separated from the single individual as such”. [9]

Here, the individual hero becomes an allegory of  the nation, and reveals
“the total world of  a nation and epoch” (11). Franco Moretti argues that
the West produced, in the nineteenth and twentieth century, its modern
epics, as if  entering in thereby to the class of  world literature: he gives as
instances Faust, The Ring of  the Nibelungen, Moby-Dick, Ulysses, The Cantos,
The Waste Land, The Man without Qualities and One Hundred Years of  Solitude.
In the same way, the pre-publication blurb for Jiang Rong’s Wolf  Totem,
which appeared in English in 2008 (the Italian translation was out in
summer 2007) described the novel as “the story of  a rural youth, Inner
Mongolian nomads and wolves set in the 1960s and 1970s. Jiang uses
epic narration to depict Inner Mongolia’s grassland environment and
nomadic culture”.

David Damrosch has three definitions of  world literature. The first
focuses on the world: world literature is “an elliptical refraction of  national
literatures”, meaning by “elliptical” that “the source and host cultures
provide the two foci” that generate the “space within which a work lives
as world literature, connected to both cultures” (283). Second, focusing
on the text, “World literature is writing that gains in translation”. This
implies making a difference between the specialist reader of  a text and
the student of  world literature. A third definition focuses on the reader:
“World literature is not a set canon of  texts but a mode of  reading: a
form of  detached engagement with worlds beyond our own place and
time” (281). Here, “we encounter the work not at the heart of  its source
culture but in the field of  force generated among works that may come
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from very different cultures and eras” (300). But the forces that make for
globalisation seem missing in Damrosch’s account, which is, then, not
quite historical enough. If  we think of  what enters in as world literature,
within globalisation, what is allowed in and translated, is dependent on
the market, and that implies an Anglo-American dominance that may
even like to preserve some texts as nationalist products.

I would say also that what enters world literature has to be seen as
having a narrative. In an article dated Saturday June 11 2005, appearing
in the London newspaper, the Guardian, Julia Lovell, the translator of
Han Shaogong’s novel A Dictionary of  Maqiao, asks why, in Britain, modern
Japanese fiction is read and not Chinese. She says that Shen Congwen,
Qian Zhongshu and Mo Yan “languish in near-total obscurity”. She
attributes the reason for this neglect to the Cold War: her article is a
review of  the translation of  Qian Zhongshu’s novel Wei cheng (published
in Shanghai in 1947), praised by C. T. Hsia in 1961 in his History of
Modern Chinese Fiction, and issued in English as Fortress Besieged (trans.
Jeanne Kelly and Nathan K. Mao, 1979), through Indiana University
Press. In 1980 it was reissued in China: a French translation by Sylvie
Sevan-Schreiber and Wang Lou followed in 1987. Now, as a publishing
“event”, the Kelly/Mao translation has been reissued by the popular
Penguin press (2005), with a foreword by Jonathan Spence, and an
afterword by the translator, Nathan Mao. And publication of  the novel,
which may indeed be welcomed, in this translation, which is unchanged
from its first appearance in English, is, as might be expected, not
uncontroversial, as perhaps all translations will be. The translation is of
a modernist novel certainly not written to travel well, not written for
translation, and it was criticised heavily by Denis T. Hu. He concluded
that it was “at best mediocre” with “unsure control of  both the source
and target languages”, giving “a poor presentation of  Qian to Western
readers” while being “a source of  some distress to those who love the
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novel”. [10]

I approach Fortress Besieged through one image, which is one instance
given by Hu, or an image which he says, conveys the disillusionment in
the text. Hu sees here a certain flattening in the translation. At this stage,
the party of  Fang, the Chinese who has been abroad and faked his doctoral
degree, and Chao, his friend, who has also been abroad, and Miss Sun,
who is to teach English, and two other teachers, who are duds, are about
to reach San Lü University where they are to teach. Both Fang and Miss
Sun have woken early because they have both had bad, and similar, dreams,
involving children’s ghosts, and they have discovered that the house where
they have been staying is built on top of  the graves, and behind a
graveyard, a door-frame standing alone after the house has been burned
down. They are talking about their dreams, and the ghosts, when they
are met with by Chao, who tells them they can arrive at their destination
that day. But (in the Penguin version) Fang “no longer entertained any
hopes. That broken-down door behind the lodge was a good symbol. It
was like an entrance, concealing behind it deep palaces and high towers.
One was lured inside only to find nothing there: an entrance into nothing,
a place that went nowhere” (206-7). (

) The passage is followed by a quotation
from Dante, from the line written over the gate of  Hell, Lasciate ogni
speranza, voi ch’entrate (Inf. 3.9), which is translated as “All hope abandon,
ye who enter here”.  The door is to Hell. That the line is unattributed in
the Chinese is part of  the text’s polyphony: Dante is epic world literature,
and the way he appears here is a sign of  how Fortress Besieged works as a
non-nationalist text, just as it indicates how much Qian Zhongshu has
been affected by world literature, like Lu Xun.

Fortress Besieged is indeed full of  entrances which prove to be non-
entrances. In the first chapter, there are characters coming back to China
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from the West, where the West has proved to be a failed entrance to
another world. Fang goes out into the interior, into the west part of
China, to work in a scarcely functioning University, returning to Shanghai
via Hong Kong, another entrance-point to China, entering on careers
that go nowhere, learning that Shanghai as a “solitary island” (349) during
the Japanese invasion is no entrance to anywhere, but simply one of  the
besieged fortresses—like marriage, or like the intellectual life—that cannot
be entered in on, or that once it is entered on, proves to be the gateway
to nowhere, like a dream. Hu prefers to translate the passage: “The door
was indeed a good symbol: an entrance that leads to gorgeous palaces
and fabulous mansions. But after you get lured into it, you find absolutely
nothing there. An entrance that holds nothing to enter for, a place to go
that goes no place” (Hu, 130). This is indeed sharper, if  not necessarily
more literal, and avoids the simile which makes the door only like an
entrance: instead, it makes a door always a symbol, a point of  entry into
something else. But nothing is symbolic, for there is no beyond the door.
The punning on entrance/enter, place/no place brings out a tension
within language that offers the sense of  language as symbolic, but
emphasises how possible it is to be caught, held within it.

But the passage should not be given a special privilege as what the
text is saying: it is the view of  Fang. The text says that he no longer has
hopes, and he uses the door as a symbol for no hope. The sentiment is
succeeded by the line of  Dante which tells the reader to abandon hope.
The passage which says that there is no symbol derives its meaning from
being made symbolic in the text. The rhetoric which Hu discovers in the
passage, then, is not that which, as Hu says, “resounds the central thought
of  the novel”, but rather an example of  Fang being caught in his own
language and by his own image-making, so that the Dantean passage is a
necessary supplement to complete the resonances of  there being no hope,
saying that doors lead nowhere. Hu needs the echoing effect of  the
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translation he gives because he makes the door-image central to the text;
in that sense he may read too literally. The door rather opens the way to
think of  the danger of  thinking through symbolism. In that way, the
novel does not think through narrative, it rather calls narrative into
question.

Just as Red Sorghum is given an endorsement by Amy Tan, the cover
of  Fortress Besieged has an endorsement on it from Jung Chang, who is
declared on it to be the author of  Wild Swans, as she is now part-author
with Jon Halliday of  a biography of  Mao with the novelistic, tell-all title,
Mao: The Unknown Story: “This is my favourite Chinese novel: a highly
amusing comedy of  manners that conceals a powerful emotional charge”.
Jung Chang’s recommendation is not original, for the phrase “comedy
of  manners” appears in Nathan Mao’s afterword (p. 394), and was implicit
in C. T. Hsia’s praise of  the novel “for its delightful portrayal of
contemporary manners”. [11] Moreover, her determination to see history
as something that can be rendered in terms of  popular narrative—a
novelistic structure for Wild Swans (1991) and the idea that history can
be rendered as biography in the case of  Mao—will not convince readers
that she is the person to comment on narrative in the novel, while she
will put off  those Western readers who know about China. For her,
history is a single, popular, highly tellable “narrative”, presented, as in
Wild Swans, through three women: the history she writes assumes the
possibility of focusing on the single, centred subject as a finite and
knowable entity. In her biography of  Mao, co-authored with Jon Halliday
and written in what Jonathan Spence calls “fifty-eight bite-sized chapters,
each of  ten pages or so”, the approach, as Spence points out, avoids
grappling with other features of  Chinese history or politics “which made
the twentieth century such a terrible one for tens of  millions of  people
irrespective of  what Mao may have done”. As narrative it denies agency
to the Chinese people, while making Mao a vile person from the start
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and staying vile throughout his life. [12]

I will return to this question of  narrative, but want to note too the
desire of  Penguin to market the novel as comic, a comedy of  manners,
which the OED defines as “that kind of  comedy in which the modes
and manners of  society are amusingly presented”; to present China as
middle-class, and pseudo-Western; suitable for the age of  globalisation,
and above, all, non-political. In the same way, the blurb to David Tod
Roy’s new translation of  Jin Ping Mei (vol. 1, 1993, vol. 2, 2001), which
compares the text to Don Quixote, Bleak House, Ulysses and Lolita, also
calls it “the first novel of  manners in Chinese literature”. China is to be
made less “other” and to be assimilated to texts which, however different
they are from each other, are made the markers of  “world literature”,
which is what the blurb to Fortress Besieged calls the novel. But world
literature here does not have the implications that Damrosch thought of
for it. Rather than implying literature which recirculates, and resignifies,
in different cultures at different times, it comes to mean something like
literature which has grown up for the age of  globalisation, with clear
plots, and non-dependence on local contexts. It means something more
like what Damrosch calls “global literature” “that might be read solely in
airline terminals, unaffected by any specific context whatsoever”
(Damrosch, 25). David Roy, in his introduction to his translation of  the
Jin Ping Mei (xxvii-xxix), goes so far as to take part of  Hillis Miller’s
commentary on Bleak House, and to quote it, substituting China for
England, or London, and to remove the names of  Dickens’s characters,
so that an insightful commentary on Dickens is made into a commentary
on the Jin Ping Mei in an extraordinary flattening out of  differences. [13]

Fiction must be marketed, to be made to sound interesting and
useful, even when it calls into question the idea of  usefulness and
accessibility. In my book on Lu Xun, I wanted to emphasise an anti-
narrative drift in his work; similarly, with Qiang Zhongshu, in a long,
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quasi-picaresque novel often read as a satire against intellectuals, like The
Scholars, I would like to suggest that there is a questioning of  narrative.
The passage quoted earlier in Fortress Besieged about the door, which Fang
thinks symbolises the impossibility of  hope, turns, on the same page,
into a discussion with Chao Hsin-mei, who says that the journey to the
west of  China that they have just made tests a person’s character. He
proposes it as necessary for all couples that want to get married. He
makes hints about the relation between Fang and Miss Sun. Fang then
asks, “Tell me, now that you’ve made this trip, what do you think of  me?
Do you find me annoying?” To which quest for self-knowledge Chao
Hsin-mei replies, “You’re not annoying, but you’re completely useless”.

Fang Hung-chien had not expected such a blunt answer from Hsin-mei
and was so enraged that he could do no more than smile bitterly. His
high spirits completely destroyed, he walked on in silence for a few
more steps; then, with a wave at Hsin-mei, he said, “I’m going to ride in
the chair.” Once in the sedan chair he sat dejectedly, not knowing why it
was considered a virtue to speak frankly. (207)

There are hints in the novel that quite the closest friendship in it is
that between Chao Hsin-mei and Fang, and this gives more point to the
comment from Chao, as thinking of  them as an odd couple who have
been on the road for a month. It is not hard to think of  the journey,
which is another “fortress” which must be “besieged” as Fang says at the
beginning of  the chapter which describes the journey (207), as an image
of  narrative. If  so, the end of  a narrative will be a new form of
melancholia. Fang saw the door as implying absence of  hope, but the
chapter turns on him at the end with the sense that the absence is in the
self. But what that absence is, that defeats narrative, and makes its writing
that which must be called in question, is not resolvable into positivist,
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knowable terms. That seems decisively modern in Qian Zhongshu, but
it contests modernization.

In the light of  this, I would like to conclude with some consideration
of  what translation means. One of  the key essays which discusses it is by
Walter Benjamin: “The Task of  the Translator” (1924). Benjamin begins
with a statement which resists the market, by saying that “no poem is
intended for the reader, no picture for the beholder, no symphony for
the listener” (69). The work of  art is seen as alien, on the side of  the
anti-aesthetic; it is not ready to be folded into the market. The essay
gives part of  his theory of  language: language is fallen, from having the
power of  naming, and so giving reality, it has changed to a more
instrumental sense of  rendering concepts, which are devalued in the
market-place. In relation to the work of  art, Benjamin speaks of  its
“afterlife” (71) and that may include translation. But “in its afterlife …
the original undergoes a change” (73). Benjamin insists that the differences
in words for the “same” thing in different languages (e.g. the different
words for bread in French and German) mean that “these words are not
interchangeable … they strive to exclude each other” (74). This exclusivity
is what translation resists. The original text is caught in a language with
its own ideological presumptions. “Although translation, unlike art, cannot
claim permanence for its products, its goal is undeniably a final, conclusive,
decisive stage of  all linguistic creation. In translation the original rises
into a higher and purer linguistic air, as it were” (75). Here, it is no longer
possible to think of  the text as organically related to its “original” culture,
or language, or ideology. The translation makes the text appear more
what it is: artificial, and it makes all language—including the original
language—“foreign”.

What appears in the purer linguistic air that Benjamin speaks of  is
“that element in a translation which goes beyond transmittal of  subject
matter” (257). The term “subject matter” is crucial within Benjamin,
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who in his essay “Goethe’s Elective Affinities”, written at the same time
as the essay on translation, makes a distinction between critique and
commentary, saying that “critique seeks the truth content of  a work of
art, commentary its material content” (297). The material content may
be taken as the same as the subject matter. It is contrasted with the truth
content, which appears within the afterlife of  the text, as the possibility
of  commentary on its material content fades. If  the work, growing in
time, is compared to a burning funeral pyre, “the commentator stands
before it like a chemist, the critic like an alchemist. Whereas, for the
former, wood and ash remain the sole objects of  his analysis, for the
latter only the flame itself  preserves an enigma: that of  what is alive.
Thus the critic inquires into the truth, whose living flame continues to
burn over the heavy logs of  what is past and light ashes of  what has
been experienced” (298).

This is a difficult passage: Benjamin implies that in the history of
the work of  art since its initial writing, the material content, or subject
matter, fades, and commentary on it can only be historical; but the truth
content comes out more fully. It is a distinction akin to another that
Benjamin makes between symbol and allegory, where his understanding
of  allegory is directly opposed to the Hegelian sense where it would
allow for the understanding of  society as a totality. It will be remembered
that the Romantics, particularly Goethe and Coleridge, condemned
allegory as an arbitrary system; they disliked what Benjamin sees as its
positive, that in it, “any person, any object, any relationship, can mean
absolutely anything else”. [14] Instead, they praised the symbol, as that
which allows for a unity between the thing compared and the comparison.
Jameson follows this: his reading of  postcolonial literature as national
allegory is the reverse sense of  allegory from Benjamin’s.

For Benjamin, the afterlife of  the work of  art implies that there
will be seen in it the breakdown of  the unity of  the form and subject
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content of  the work. As this relationship fades, so the work of  art begins
to look more allegorical in character. In the interest in “subject matter”
there is the sense of  the integral power of  the text as an aesthetic whole;
the truth matter, however, released as fragmentary, allegorical,  gives texts
another, posthumous, existence, where their connection with a
determinate history has been loosened. In that sense, to translate is a
form of  thinking allegorically, creating a text which is not the same as
the original text, and bringing out an incompleteness in both the text in
its original language, and the text in its translated language, the sense in
which no national language is complete, so showing how illusory it is to
think that one nation can be a complete entity.

Benjamin’s essay was notably discussed by Paul de Man, but the
use of  it I would like to note here is that of  the French writer Maurice
Blanchot. In an essay of  1971, Blanchot discusses and supplements
Benjamin’s essay on translation, and argues that a work can only be
translated if it contains inside itself a “difference”

in such a way as to make this available, either because it originally makes
a gesture toward another language or because it assembles, in a manner
that is privileged, the possibilities of  being different to itself  and foreign
to itself, which any spoken language has. The original is never immobile,
and all that a language contains of  the future at a particular moment, all
that there is in the language that points to or summons a state that is
other is affirmed in the solemn drift of  literary works. Translation is
tied to this becoming, it “translates” and accomplishes it. (59)

There is a keyphrase which Blanchot uses; he speaks of  the text’s
“foreignness of  origin”. The literary work attracts translation and makes
it difficult, perhaps because, unlike other texts in a given language, it is
not quite at home in its source language; it strains it, it is foreign, estranged,
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different. If  world literature assumes an easiness of  translation, that
easiness is nevertheless undone by something else; the text being in history
becomes an allegory of  itself  as its difference from itself  becomes more
palpable. The translator, too, knows that there is no equivalence of
language between two languages; and just as it is not a question of  trying
to make the Chineseness of  a work invisible in English, so it is not either
a question of  bringing English towards Chinese. In that sense, translation
is impossible, which in a way is good news for attempts at globalisation
which assume effortless translatability. [15] Blanchot finishes the essay
with the example of  Friedrich Hölderlin, whose translations of  the
Antigone and the Oedipus, were, he says “nearly his last works at the outbreak
of  madness”. He says that in them, Hölderlin was attempting to bring
together German and Greek into a single language. The attempt was to
advance towards a centre,

in which he believed he would find collected the pure power of  unifying,
a centre such that it would be able to give meaning, beyond all determined
and limited meaning. … For with the unifying power that is at work in
every practical relation, as in any language, and that, at the same time,
exposes him to the pure scission that is always prior, the man who is
ready to translate is in a constant, dangerous and admirable intimacy—
and it is this intimacy that gives him the right to be the most arrogant or
the most secret of  writers—with the conviction that, in the end,
translating is madness. [16]

Blanchot draws attention to Hölderlin’s madness as an attempt to
draw towards an absolute truth, a truth which would be outside difference.
This analysis of  what happened in the case of  Hölderlin cannot be entered
on here, but if  writing is what Henry James called “the madness of  art”,
and if what cannot be translated is madness—if madness cannot be
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translated—then that suggests that translation, as a form of  writing, is
also absolutely dangerous.
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Abstract
Towards a Fuzzy Logic-Based Approach to Translation (by Shao

Lu)

Fuzzy logic employs the theory of fuzzy sets in the study of

fuzzy modes of language and thought. It opens up a new way to the

description of the fuzziness of things via quantified forms. Its

development also leads to much criticism of traditional binary logic,

as well as heated debate between the advocates of multi-valued logic

and those theorists who adhere to the epistemic views of language

and thought. All this sheds important light on our understanding

of translation and translation studies. The present paper is an

attempt to discuss issues of translation by adopting a fuzzy logic-

based approach. After analyzing the relevance of binary logic, and

by arguing down some of the prevailing misconceptions about how

to translate fuzzy language, it proposes that multi-valued logic and

the conception of super-truth value be applied in the handling of

fuzzy features in translation. It also looks into the pragmatic

inference apparatus involved in interlingual communication and

provides a re-interpretation of the Buddhist translational concept
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of buge or “leaving nothing unexplained (in the act of translation)”

so that “fuzzy” translational problems can be properly solved.
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are in full bloom which pervade the whole garden with fragrance of

their blossoms.
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It’s not her body. It’s just betelnut, the mildly narcotic seed
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from the fruit of  the betel pepper which trucker drivers and laborers

use to help them stay awake.

 it 

betel pepper 
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… she too was a determined woman in her different way,

and she measured Madam Defarge with her eyes, every inch.
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Abstract
The Translation Canon and the Re-translation of Foreign Literary

Masterpieces (by Wang Xueming and Ni Shifeng)

“Canon” is a significant category in the field of literary studies

and has drawn much academic attention in recent years. In the area

of Translation Studies, however, there also exists the fact that among

translations of foreign literary masterpieces, certain works enjoy a

privileged status. This paper defines specifically the concept of the

canon in translated works, describes the various conditions

contributing to the formation of a translation canon, and points out

its impact on accepted foreign literary masterpieces. Based on this,

this paper proposes some tentative views for the retranslation of

foreign literary masterpieces.
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